DAILY CRIME LOG
MONTH: SEPTEMBER 2020
CASE #

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

INCIDENT

2009-0001 09/03/2020

2020

Parking Lot P

Lost Property

2009-0002 09/06/2020

0130

Student Center

Misc. Underage
Drinking

2009-0003 09/08/2020

1624

Haley Hall

Medical Emergency

2009-0004 09/09/2020

0715

Mckeldin

Found Property

2009-0005 09/14/2020

0032

Towers Hall

CDS

10/28/2020

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

CLASSIFICATION

ARREST
JA

Referred
T-IX

OFC.
I.D.

Officers responded to a call
for lost property. Student
reported losing personal
items. Report was
completed with a listing of
the property.
Officers observed under
JA
aged students in possession
of open containers with
alcoholic beverages inside.
Referred to Office of
Student Conduct.
Officers responded to a call
for a student complaining of
chest pains. EMS was
contacted, responded and
checked the vitals of the
student. The student refused
transport to a medical
facility and contacted a
family member to pick them
up.
An unknown person found a
purse and turned it with its
contents into the Police
Department. Same was
inventoried and placed in
property for safe keeping.

1128

Officers observed students
smoking suspected

1145

T-IX -TITLE IX

JA

1144

1128

1153
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2009-0006 09/14/2020

1354

Student Center

School Disturb
Operations

2009-0007 09/15/2020

1730

MLK

Malicious Destruction
of Property

2009-0008 09/16/2020

1225

Towers Hall

CDS

2009-0009 09/17/2020

1710

MLK( exterior of
building)

Misc. Incident
(Marijuana Odor)

10/28/2020

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

marijuana. Same was
confiscated and after
identification, students were
directed to leave the area.
There was not enough
suspected marijuana to be
tested. Referred to the
Office of Student Conduct.
Officers were dispatched for
a student being disorderly.
Upon arrival, the student
advised they were waiting
for a ride from campus and
left the building without
incident.
Officers while on patrol
observed drawings on the
exterior walls and pillars of
the building. Investigation is
being conducted.
Officers observed a student
smoking suspected
marijuana. Same was
confiscated and after
identification, students were
directed to leave the area.
There was not enough
suspected marijuana to be
tested. Referred to the
Office of Student Conduct.
While conducting premise
checks officers detected a
strong odor of marijuana
near a group of students. No

T-IX -TITLE IX

1143

1153

JA

1155

1153
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2009-0010 09/18/2020

N/A

(PCO Error)

(PCO Error)

2009-0011 09/18/2020

1020

Haley Hall

CDS (Unfounded)

2009-0012 09/18/2020

1335

Facilities

Misc. Incident (Verbal
Dispute)

2009-0013 09/18/2020

1857

NSC

Found Property

2009-0014 09/20/2020

2307

Holmes Hall

Medical Emergency

10/28/2020

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

marijuana was observed.
The students were advised
of the BSU Drug Policy and
requested to vacate the area.
Due to the PCO double
clicking the enter button, the
system generated an extra
report number. (PCO Error)
RA staff alerted police to
suspected CDS observed
while doing health and
wellness inspections.
Investigation revealed no
CDS present.
Two facilities employees
were having a dispute about
a personal business
interaction and a threat was
made. The supervisors of
the department were
notified and the individual
threatened was advised of
how to obtain a protective
order.
A staff member alerted
police to property found on
the patio of the student
center. The property was
taken, tested positive for
marijuana and placed in the
property room for
destruction.
Officers responded to a
student who reported

T-IX -TITLE IX

1112

1144

1128

1155
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2009-0015 09/23/2020

1148

Student Center

Assault on Police
(Unfounded)

2009-0016 09/23/2020

0623

Construction Site

2nd Degree Burglary

2009-0017 09/23/2020

0623

Construction Site

2nd Degree Burglary

2009-0018 09/23/2020

0623

Construction Site

2nd Degree Burglary

10/28/2020

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

dislocating their knee while
walking. EMS was called,
responded and transported
the student to the hospital.
Officers responded to a
complaint of a noisy crowd
on the exterior of the
Student Center. A female
student was taken into
custody being believed by
the officer that they were
assaulted by the student.
The student was later
released without injury. No
charges pending. An
investigation is being
conducted.
Police responded to a report
of an unknown person(s)
cutting a whole in the fence
of the construction site and
illegally removing tools and
other items. An
investigation is being
conducted.
Police responded to a report
of an unknown person(s)
cutting a whole in the fence
of the construction site and
illegally removing tools and
other items. An
investigation is being
conducted.
Police responded to a report

T-IX -TITLE IX

1155

1153

1153

1153
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2009-0019 09/23/2020

0623

Construction Site

2nd Degree Burglary

2009-0020 09/23/2020

0807

Facilities

Medical Emergency

2009-0021 09/23/2020

0917

Henry Admin

Trespassing

2009-0022 09/23/2020

1150

NSU

Miscellaneous
Incident (Employee

10/28/2020

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

of an unknown person(s)
cutting a whole in the fence
of the construction site and
illegally removing tools and
other items. An
investigation is being
conducted.
Police responded to a report
of an unknown person(s)
cutting a whole in the fence
of the construction site and
illegally removing tools and
other items. An
investigation is being
conducted.
An employee reported
having severe abdominal
pains after eating and
arriving on campus. EMS
was called, responded and
transported the employee to
the hospital.
Officers responded to an
individual reported as
suspicious. Subject was
identified as an individual
who was given a trespass
warning for disturbing
school operations in January
2020. Subject was given a
second trespass warning an
escorted off campus.
A student advised Police
Administration about an
T-IX -TITLE IX

1145

1143

1143

Open
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Complaint)

2009-0023 09/23/2020
2009-0024 09/23/2020

N/A
1654

Issued in Error
Towers Hall

Issued in Error
Medical Emergency

2009-0025 09/23/2020

1814

Haley Hall

Misc. Incident
(Domestic Dispute)

2009-0026

2340

Student Center

Found Property

9/22/2020

2009-0027 9/22/2020
10/28/2020

1814

Student Center
A-ARREST,

Found Property
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

Employee complaint. The
complaint was forwarded to
the proper supervisory
personnel and the complaint
is under investigation.
Issued in Error
Officers responded to a
report of an injured student.
Investigation revealed a
student fell out of the bed
while sleeping striking their
head on the floor. Student
advised they were ok and
did not want EMS to
respond.
Officers responded to a call JA
for a verbal dispute that
could be heard in the
hallway of the residential
dwelling. A student and
domestic partner were
having a verbal dispute. The
domestic partner was not a
student and was escorted
from the building and
transported off campus by a
relative. Referred to the
Office of Student Conduct.
Items were found and
turned into the Police
Department. Same was
inventoried and stored in the
property room.
Items were found and
T-IX -TITLE IX

N/A
1128

1128

1153
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2009-0028 09/22/2020

N/A

(PCO Error)

(PCO Error)

2009-0029 9/26/2020

N/A

(PCO Error)

(PCO Error)

2009-0030 09/27/2020

N/A

(PCO Error)

(PCO Error)

2009-0031 09/27/2020

0101

Haley Hall

Fire Alarm

10/28/2020

A-ARREST,

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

turned into the Police
Department. Same was
inventoried and stored in the
property room.
Due to the PCO double
clicking the enter button, the
system generated an extra
report number. (PCO Error)
Due to the PCO double
clicking the enter button, the
system generated an extra
report number. (PCO Error)
Due to the PCO double
clicking the enter button, the
system generated an extra
report number. (PCO Error)
Officers responded to an
JA
alarm of fire. Investigation
revealed a student taking a
shower was burning Sage in
the room, which set the fire
alarm off. Referred to the
Office of Student Conduct.

T-IX -TITLE IX

1153

1153

